Fiber-Flex entrance and vendor doors are custom manufactured to your specifications. Eliason has a large selection of standard door design styles to choose from, but if you don’t see what you are looking for, call our dedicated sales team and they can help design the custom door you desire.

**F - FLUSH DOOR**
Flush door style, no vision lites.

**V10 - SMALL SQUARE VISION LITE**
10” x 10” is standard.

**L12 - HALF LOUVER**
Louver for top or bottom of door.

**FL - FULL LOUVER**
Full length louver.

**N2 - TOP & BOTTOM NARROW VISION LITE**
Top and bottom narrow vision lites, permitted for a non-obstructed view for an ADA door entrance.

**G - TOP HALF VISION LITE**
Vision lite for top half of the door.

**G2 - TOP & BOTTOM VISION LITES**
Top and bottom vision lites, permitted for a non-obstructed view for an ADA door entrance.

**FN - FULL NARROW VISION LITE**
Can be used for more visibility. Shim kits may be required when using low profile exit devices.
**Eliason® Fiber-Flex™ Door Designs**

**N - NARROW VISION LITE**
Narrow style vision lite.

**FG - FULL VIEW VISION LITE**
Can be used for more visibility. Shim kits may be required when using low profile exit devices.

**R12 - CIRCULAR VISION LITE**
Special order, limited sizes and materials.

**OV12 - LONG OVAL VISION LITE**
Special order, limited sizes and materials.

**N6 - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
Flush doors with a recessed panel appearance.

**N6-2G - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
Flush door style, 2 glass lites with 4 panels.

**N6-4G - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
Flush door style, 4 glass lites with 2 panels.

**G9-2P - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
9 glass lites with 2 panels.

**G9-4PC - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
9 glass lites with cross buck panels.

**FG-18 - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
Full glass with divided muttins.
Eliason® Fiber-Flex™ Door Designs

**ARC2 - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
Arched top lite style with bottom panels.

**G3-PN - THREE VISION LITES**
Vision lites are colonial style. The inserts for the vision lites can be any combination of glass or panels.

**FM - COLONIAL STYLE DOORS**
Full or half moon style.

**G2-PN - TOP & BOTTOM VISION LITES**
Vision lites are colonial style. The inserts for the vision lites can be any combination of glass or panels.

---

Eliason Fiber-Flex™ Corrosion Resistant Doors

All Eliason Fiber-Flex corrosion resistant doors are built with a proven stile and rail internal frame system creating an extremely strong yet flexible door panel. The CFC-Free urethane foam core provides excellent sound abatement & thermal properties. The attractive face sheets are available in a wide range of finishes, textures and colors. Optional windows are available in a variety of shapes and sizes.

---
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In our continuing effort to improve our products, some specifications or descriptions may change. We reserve the right to make such changes without notice or recourse.